Lessons from Ukraine—
Evidence We Should Have Presented

7:30 PM, November 15, 2011, Nazareth Hall Chapel, Northwestern College, Roseville

In the 50 years since the modern creation movement started (with the publication of the Genesis Flood in 1961), the influence of Christianity has continued to decline in the Western world. Why? Bruce Malone has a 20 year perspective in this worldview battle and will take us on a historical journey from the early days of the creation movement to the current status of the battle...from experiences on the mission field to failures in seizing opportunities (such as in Ukraine)...from court battles to school wars. Too often the creationist approach has been to present the latest "silver bullet" evidence in hopes it will finally win the day. But it is not the evidence for creation (which is overwhelming), but how it is presented which carries the day. During the last half of the presentation Bruce will demonstrate what he has found to be the most effective ways to present the "Elephant in the Living Room" examples of why evolution cannot possibly be true. He will also be releasing his new creation devotional book, Inspired Evidence, co-authored with our own Julie Von Vett, at this meeting.

All Meetings are free and open to the public, an offering will be accepted.

Have you considered…

…photosynthesis? Green leaves are machines running on air, water, and sunlight. These miniature solar panels are involved in an incredible process called photosynthesis. Sunlight falls on the green chlorophyll in the chloroplasts in the leaf. Sunlight, water and carbon dioxide cause chemical reactions to take place, releasing oxygen and making glucose (sugar). This process involves more than 70 separate chemical reactions. Photosynthesis is so complicated that scientists have been unable to duplicate it in the lab, yet it is done automatically in a leaf. If evolution was true, how could this come about? What would be the step before photosynthesis in a plant’s life? A plant needed photosynthesis from the beginning and our Master Designer engineered this incredible 70 step process on day three of creation week. So, as the leaves flutter in the sunlight…

...stop and consider God’s wonders ~ Job 37:14

Considering God's Creation, p.39

Science Fair and Writing Contest
TCCSA sponsors a Science Fair for K-12 students. Your students select, research, design, build and display a project. On February 18, students will try to convince judges their project is worthy of an award. Now is the time to get started.

May 15 is the deadline for entries in the TCCSA Writing Contest. The contest is open to all K-12 students, this year we had students living in other countries enter and win.

Coming Up . . .
December—No meeting or newsletter—Plan to spend more time with your loved ones as you celebrate the earthly birth of Jesus, our Creator.
Jan. 17—Dr. Bruce Simat, Aging
Feb. 18-19 Science Fair at Har Mar Mall
Pray that God will provide the topics that you need to know, so you can tell others of His good news.

For updates go to www.tccsa.tc

On Facebook? So are we—www.facebook.com/pages/TCCSA/110571272303973?ref=ts
Most of our programs are available on VHS and/or DVD from...
Lehrke Productions
8186 Hemingway Ave. S.
Cottage Grove, MN 55016-3142
(651)459-0325 Phone
(651)458-9892 FAX
linda@mntelevision.com

In case you haven’t checked the TCCSA schedule, we have some dynamite programs planned. You can go to www.tccsa.tc for details and program listings.

If your church or organization has activities planned that may be of interest to our readers. Let us know.

I want to become a member of TCCSA and I subscribe to the Statement of Belief. (Calendar year membership dues are $20.00. Students do not pay dues.)  
E-Mail: david-johnson@usfamily.net
Mail: TCCSA
6300 Georgia Ave. N.
Brooklyn Park, MN 55428-2526

I want to renew my membership in TCCSA (note dues above).

I want to make a donation to help promote Creation Science.

TCCSA

NAME___________________________________E-Mail____________________________________PHONE____________________
STREET____________________________________CITY/STATE/ZIP______________________